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An elementary combinatorial proof of the Cayley-Hamilton theorem is given. At the 
conclusion of the proof I discuss a connection with a combinatorial theory developed by Foata 
and Cartier. 
Let A be an n X n matrix over a commutative ring R and let P’(X) = 
det(xl - A) be its characteristic polynomial. The Cayley-Hamilton theorem asserts 
that PA(A) is the zero matrix. In this note I give a combinatorial proof of the 
theorem. At the conclusion of the proof a connection with the Foata-Cartier 
theory of the ‘flow monoid’ [l] is noted-this yields a slight generalization of the 
Cayley-Hamilton theorem to matrices over non-commutative rings. 
1. Pdai perma&dions 
A partial permutation of (1, . . . , n) is a bijection CT of a subset of 1.1, . . . , n} 
onto itself. The domain of a is denoted dom a. The cardinality of dom G is called 
the degree of o and is denoted Ial. A partial permutation whose domain is all of 
11, - l l , n} is called a complete permutation. If ct is a partial permutation of 
11, l - l , n}, then the completion of u, denoted (3, is the complete permutation of 
(l,... , n} defined by 
6(i) = 
a(i) if i E dom a, 
i if iE(l,...,n}\doma. 
The signature of a partial permutation o, denoted sgn o, is defined by 
sgn a = (-l)“(-1)‘“’ 
where (-1)’ denotes the signature in the usual sense of the permutation 6. (Mxe. 
If 2 is odd and CT is complete, then sgn of (-l)“.) 
Every partial permutation has a unique representation as a set of disjoint 
cycles. For example, the partial permutations 
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have, respectively, the cycle representations 
n3)L W), (2,3)) w -. 39% (4% 
The unique partial permutation of degree zero has the empty set as its cycle 
representation. 
If o is a cyclic partial permutation of degree k, then sgn CT = (- l)k (-l)k+l = - 1. 
It follows that for any partial permutation o, sgn a = (-1): where r is the number 
of cycles appearing in the cycle representation of a. 
2. Pdtive and negative parts of the characteristic polynomfal 
Let R be a commutative ring and let A = (Qii) be an n x n matrix over R. The 
characteristic polynomial of A is given by 





and where the summation is over all colnplere permutations of { 1, . . . , n}. It 
follows that the coefficient of x”-~ in p*(x) is 
C (-l)“(-1)” n Qi,m(i)= C sgn a n ai,<* 
ltr[ ‘=q i t dom cr bl=q iEdomu 
where now the summation is over all partial permutations of degree 4. (If a is the 
partial permutation of degree zero, then ~i~~~onl~ q.-(i) is taken to be 1.) 
Thus pA(x) = pi(x) - pi(x) where 
an d 
pAfx) = i ( 1 
q (1 Id-q 
n tlJi.a(i))X” *‘s 
i f dom u 
sgncr=- I 
The Cayiey-Hamilton Theorem is 
3.Pmofoftl&naKeRR 
A path 7t in (1,. . ., n} is a sequence of ordered pairs ((iO, iI), 
(il, i2), l l l ,G q--i, i,)) where each & belongs to {1, . . . , n}. The number 4 is called 
the length of TV and is denoted Ial. The b are called t&e vertices of w and the pairs 
(4, h+J are the edges of W. The vertices 5, and iq are called the start of ‘IT and the 
finish of w and are denoted cu(rr) and o(n) respectively. The value of v is the 
element p(p) = n;2Zk Q*+, of R. I make the convention that for each i E 
11 ?=**9 n} there is a unique path qi such that lwii =O, a(wi) =o(vi) = i and 
p(Wi) = 1. 
If o is a partial permutation, then the value of u is defined by 
dd=- n ai.*( 
idomo 
By the convention made in the previous ection, the value of the partial permuta- 
tion of degree zero is 1. 
Let 1 s i, j G n and let Ti be the set of all pairs (a; 7r) where (I: is a partial 
permutation and w is a path which satisfy 
Ial + I?rl = t2, G(W) = i, o(w) = j, sgn u = 1. 
The set 5 is defined identically, except hat the condition ‘sgn u = 1’ is replaced 
by ‘sgna= -1’. Tij denotes the union Ti U q. NOW for k 2 0, 
(Ak)ij = C Ph). 
I?rl=k, a(r)=& 
0(7r)= j 
(The convention regarding paths of length zero makes this formula valid for k = 0 
as well.) It follows that 
The theorem asserts that these two sums are equal for all d: j E (1, . . . , n}. This 
follows at once from 
Lemma. For each (i, j) E { 1, . . . , n} x (1, . . . , n} there is a bijection qii : TG + q 
SUCh that qij(U, 7T) = (CF', d) implies p(U)u (W) = I_L(U’)p(W’). 
TO prove the Lemma I represent each pair (0, W)E Tij by a directed graph with 
vertices { 1, . . . , n} and two classes of edges: 
u = {(C u(i)) 1 i E dom (T} and V = ((k, 1) 1 (k, I) is an edge of w}. 
This graph will, in general, contain multiple edges, since T may traverse the same 
edge more than once (i.e., V is a multiset) or the same edge may appear in both U 
and V. P(C)&) is the product, with multiplicities taken into account, of all the 
akI, where (k, I) is an edge of the graph associated to. (a, m). 
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Fig. 1. n=6,o= 
Two examples are illustrated below (see Figs. 1 and 2). I have denoted the 
edges in U by dashed lines, and those in V by solid lines. The order of traversal 
of the edges of the path w is indicated by the small Roman numerals. 
Let 7r = Hi,,, i,). . . . , (i,_,, q i )). There is a smallest integer v 2 0 such that either 
il4 = i,. for some u less than u or iu E dom cr. Indeed, if there is no pair of distinct 
indices u and e, such that i, = i,, then w has 17r1+ 1 distinct vertices; the edges 
(i, u(i)) of U account for Ial different vertices, and lol+lrrl+ 1 = n + 1, thus there 
must be a vertex of 7r in dom a. Furthermore, this smallest v cannot have both 
properties, for if i, E dom u and i,, = iu for some u with u <v, then we have an 
index u smaller than u with i,, E dom o. In Fig. 1 above, u = 0, since i. = 1 E dom u. 
In Fig. 2 v = 3, since iz = i3 = 2, whereas id = 4 is the only vertex of 7r in dom o. If 
i,. E: hlom o, then I define qi(o; W) = (u’, w’) where u’ is formed by removing the 
cycle containing i, from a, and where P’ is formed by inserting this cycle into m. 
If, on the other hand, i, = iv for some u <u, then the loop ((i,, iu+&, . . . , (i,,_+ 4)) 
is removed from 7r and adjoined as a new cycle to u. (Observe that none of the 
vertices in this loop already belongs to dom a=) In this instance I define qij(o, rr) = 
(a’, 70, where u’ is the resulting longer partial permutation and W’ is the resulting 
shorter path. The results of applying vii in Figs. 1 and 2 are illustrated below (see 
Figs. 3 and 4). 
Since the number cf cycles in U’ differs by 1 from the number of cycles in u, 
sgn 1,‘ = -sgn fl’ and thus vii maps Ti{ into ‘Ii, and vice versa. A moment’s 
reflection AKWS that the composition vii 0 vii is tlwc; identity on ?;:i, consequently 
. 
I 
, 7T =((l. 2). (2.R (3.2). (2.4~). 
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Fig. 3. a’ = 6 
0 
, d = W,3), (39 9, (%l), 0,3), (392)). 
the restriction Of ?)ij to Ti is a bijection of 7’; onto ‘I;. Finally, 
&o)&r)= p(o’)&‘)-indeed, nothing has changed in the graph of (0, W) 
except the colors of the edges. This completes the proof. 
5. 
2 3 4 6 
Fig. 4. u’ - d = 
3 2 6 4 
, ((1,2), (Z4)). 
4. cOMeCtiOll with the l?Oa*mr theory 
The proof just given can be presented in the framework of a combinatorial 
theory developed by D. Foata and P. Cartier (Cartier and Foata [l], Foata [2]. 
See also the exposition in Lallement [3].) When things are done in this fashion the 
argument loses some of its elementary quality. However the result obtained is 
slightly stronger, and certain conventions which appear rather arbitrary in the 
original proof become quite natural. In this section I outline this method of proof. 
The set X=(1,. . . ,n}x{l,. . ., n} is regarded as a finite alphabet (I will write 
the pairs in X vertically, as (i) rather than as (i, i).) The free monoid X* 
generated by X is the set of all finite sequences of elements of X (i.e., words in 
the letters of X) including an empty word, denoted 1, which is the identity 
element of X*. The monoid-ring Z(X*) consists of all polynomials with integer 
coefficients in the letters of X, these now regarded as noncommuting variables. 
Any map p : X 3 M, where M is a monoid, extends to a unique morphism of 
monoids p : X* 3 M, thence to a unique ring morphism p : Z!(X*) + Z(M). 
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A partial permutation 
where il < l l l < ik is identified with the word 
and a path w = ((iO, iJ,. . . , (ig+ i,)) with the word 
In the proof I was, in effect, considering the elements rij = &,-,, &Tti (sgn U) GW Of 
Z(X*). (Observe what happens to the ‘empty paths’ Wi in this summation. If i = j, 
then rij includes the terms (sgn a)a where lu/ = n, because the empty word 1 is 
regarded as a path from i to j, and thus (a, 1) E Tij. However, if i # j these terms 
do not appear.) Let p be the morphism of X* onto the free commutative monoid 
M in the n* variables (qj 11 s i, Jo n} defined by p(j) = qi. p extends to a ring 
morphism from Z(X*) into H(M) (which is just the ring of polynomials in the 
commuting variables {qj}). One part of the proof of the theorem consisted of 
verifying that p(rii) = pA(A)ij while the combinatorial lemma showed that p(rij) = 
0. 
Cartier and Foata introduced the flow monoid F(X), which is the quotient of 
X* by the commutativity relations 
u>(f:) = (i:)(;) whenever i # i’. 
It can be easily verified that when qij(u, 7r) = (CT’, m’), then the words uw and U’W’ 
have the same image in F(X) under the projection morphism A :X* + F(X). 
Thus, under the induced morphism h :Z(X*) + H(F(X)), h(rij) = 0. (The fact that 
p(rij) = 0 is a consequence of this, since the morphism p factors through F(X)- 
that is, p = v 0 A for some morphism v : Z(F(X)) + h(M)) This observation leads 
to a slight generalization of the Cayley-Hamilton theorem: the theorem holds for 
‘1 matrk A = (qi) over an arbitrary ring provided that entries from distinct rows of 
A ck*qrrtute with one antither. 
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